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S.U.N.Y. COLLEGE OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AND FORESTRY
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 | February 17,1993 Vol. 45 #18 |
NEWS FROM KAPPA PHI
Well, as you know, there has been some controversy surrounding our fraternity and our actions. Below is a factual account of
what has transpired between the brothers of Kappa Phi Delta and the members of the Baobab Society. I will give you what I know
as truthfully as I can, and then you can decide for yourself how to react to what has happened. The information given was ap-
proved by both the Baobab Society and the Brothers of Kappa Phi Delta in a meeting Thursday the fourth.
Wednesday January 20, members of the Baobab Society received their yearbooks. While looking through them, they came
upon our porch picture. In our picture we had a lawn ornament sometimes referred to as a lawn jockey. The members of the Bao-
bab Society were offended by the "sambo" statue and complained to their advisor.
This day some members of the Baobab Society noticed our display case in Nifkin Lounge. Again angered, they went and com-
plained about the picture. Our advisor was notified, and the picture was promptly removed.
Be clear of one thing, the brothers of Kappa Phi Delta fully complied with the request of the Society, and truly felt badly that
feelings were hurt. Our advisor had told our president of what had happened, and he (our president) was supposed to announce
what had transpired the following Sunday at our regular meeting.
Thursday January 21, a different copy of the same picture appeared at our table during the Activities Fair. Our membership
chairman lives off campus and had no idea of what had happened the day before. (Along with him, many of the other brothers
hadn't heard of what had happened the previous day either.) How is this possible? Our president did not eat dinner at our house
on Wednesday, and he was not available that night either. So, when confronted on Thursday about the picture, the brothers at the
table didn't know exactly how to respond. The members of the Baobab Society present, however, did not ask for the picture to be
removed from the table.
Another thing to be clear about, when we heard about this problem, we immediately offered to write a letter of apology to the
Knothole. However, we were told that a public response could serve to polarize the issue, and that it would be better to wait until
both groups could get together to discuss concerns raised by the photo. Also, keep in mind that the Baobab Society could not have
known of our intent, and therefore (I assume) they felt we blew them off.
February 3, a letter appears in the Knothole accusing the brothers of Kappa Phi Delta of many things that you have all read.
Thursday 11, Dr. Heffernan, four members of the Baobab Society with their advisor, and four members of Kappa Phi Delta (in-
cluding myself) with our advisor, met at 4:30 in Bray Hall.
During this meeting feelings were expressed, facts were revealed, and agreements were reached. Each person present agreed to
a decision on how we could settle this problem. We agreed to write a joint letter from the Baobab Society and the brothers of Kap-
pa Phi Delta to the ESF community. It was agreed that this letter would explain the facts of the situation and what happened at our
meeting (much like this one has). We agreed that there was not going to be a separate public apology from Kappa Phi Delta, and
that a joint letter would be written instead. We also decided that each organization should form committees dedicated to relations
with each group. These committees were to be responsible for involving the two groups in joint activities both on and off campus
(both public and private). Some of the suggestions were that we invite the members of the Baobab Society to join our annual trip
to the zoo with some inner-city children, and take part in our annual Christmas party for these same children.
Overall, I personally left the meeting with a feeling of accomplishment. Two opposing parties came together and solved a prob-
lem peacefully. I believe it was the intent of many of the people present-that maybe this meeting could set an example to the rest
of the community of how a racially-sensitive issue can come to light, and be settled peacefully.
Monday February 8, the Baobab Society decided to call off the joint letter. They again asked for a letter of apology.
We the Brothers of Kappa Phi Delta, the Social-Professional Fraternity of Syracuse, New York at the College of Environmental
Science and Forestry do not feel it necessary to publicly apologize for an intentional act of harassment because there was none.
We agree that elements of the picture were offensive to others, and we regret our lack of foresight. The picture does not represent
what Kappa Phi Delta stands for. In the future we will strive to be more considerate toward how our actions may be interpreted by
others.
I hope this article has helped you form your own opinion about what has happened. The intention of this letter was not to per-
suade you to one side or the other. The purpose was to enlighten you to what has happened, and hopefully to end the many editori-
als in the Knothole.
David LoPiccolo writing on the behalf of the brothers of Kappa Phi.


























The Knothole is the student
publication of the State University
of New York College of
Environmental Science and
Forestry. It is published every
Wednesday during the school year.
The deadline for submitting
pieces for publication is
Thursday, 4:00 pm, of the week
before they are to appear. (On
disk, The deadline is Friday, 12
noon.) Letters to the Editor will
not be printed unless they are
signed. Articles must also contain
the writer's name (names will be
withheld upon request). The
opinions expressed are those of the
writer only and do not necessarily
reflect the opinions of the paper's
staff or anyone else affiliated with
the College. We strongly
encourage any counterviews,
articles, notices, suggestions, and
new staff members. The Knothole
staff meets in Room 22 in the
basement of Bray, Wednesdays at
5:00 pm. Phone: 470-6892.
Barriers are put up in fear. I guess that's why it is so hard to take
them down. Sometimes barriers are small
, easily taken down or thrown
back up if necessary. Some barriers are up to stay, for good reason or
bad. Most barriers, however, fall in the middle. TTiey are built, forti-
fied, down-sized, and remodeled. They are only changed when you
take a step back and evaluate their effectiveness or necessity. Some are
built so well and so inconspicuously that you forget they are there. Re-
cently, I discovered one such barrier in myself. One that I did not think
exsisted, but yet stood blocking out something I did not want to see.
That barrier blocked my view from racism . I'll explain.
Some members of the Knothole staff
, including myself, had the op-
portunity to converse with some concerned students about racism (ugly
as it may be, the use of the word will make my point clearer). I,ve
watched riots on television , I've read about people in the newspaper,
and I've seen stores hassle people. For some reason , it didn't hit
home. I didn't know why it didn't until the other day. Until I saw the
barrier for the first time. My barrier. One I put there for some reason.
A barrier that simply and effectively took the edge off the injustice. It
was not until I talked with people who feel that injustice first hand, that
my barrier failed. Quite simply, the barrier was not effective when I
could see plain, honest truth in their eyes. Not accusing, not hating, and
not unforgiving almost "matter-of-factly" right there in front of me. No
screaming, marching, or protesting. Just a simple conversation where
someone said honestly "this is the way it is for me". It is easy to say
that's too bad or what did I do, but it,s damn hard to say to someone
right there in front of you that racism is not a problem here on campus
or anywhere.
The good thing is, you learn to put barriers up and as hard as it may
be, you can learn to tear them down. You might not discriminate. You
might not talk or act differently around people who are different from
you. But if you don't see it happening, if you don't see why it's offen-


















In the recent article "Long-eared owl visiting ESF
quad", Amy Palmer posed the question "Although no
"harm" was done to the owl physically, was the amount
of excited onlookers that congregated near the owl too
close? What right do we have to approach an animal in
such close proximity, possibly placing unneeded stress
upon the animal?" Well, I have a question for Amy.
What right does the owl have to approach we humans so
closely? It has the same right that we do. It,s one thing
to enter a forest or wilderness area and disturb an owl in
its natural habitat. But implying that humans have no
right to infringe on an owl's space no matter where that
space may be is ludicrous. If an owl decides to nest in the
tree next to my house am I supposed to tear down my
house and move somewhere else just because my pres-
ence is causing "unneeded stress" on the owl? Of course
not. Wildlife should and does have special rights which
guarantee that it can live in an unmolested habitat without
any interferences from humans. These rights are in the
form of established wildlife refuges, conservation areas,
etc. According to the question Amy posed, humans don't
even have the right to look at wildlife because it might en-
danger the well-being of that creature. If this is the case, I
suggest that ESF adopt some sort of wildlife policy act
which protects wildlife from humans. How about cancel-
ing classes every time a little furry squirrel runs across the
quad or a crow flies over Marshall Hall? The last thing
we need around here are a bunch of stressed-out squirrels
running amok or a flock of nervous crows ready to dive-
bomb anyone who looks at them the wrong way.
Tim Accardo
To the editor and staff-
As a long time reader of the Knothole, I just wanted to
let you know that you are doing a fine job! The appearance
and content of the February 10 issue is commendable. The
table of contents, variety in writing, and improved (as well
as more abundant) graphics pull your publication together.
I was impressed by Amy Palmer's use of our recent owl
visitor to educate the campus on its natural history, and by
students writing letters supporting BOTH sides of a timely
controversy, as well as the editor's summary of the per-
spectives of the situation. Laura Harris' reviews in recent
issues are a refreshing change from the club news that for-
merly dominate
I hope that contributions from the campus community
continue to allow you to reduce the size of your advertise-
ments, and that class and exam schedules allow you the




Ed. note- That means a lot coming from someone who de-
voted so much time to the Knothole in the past. Thank you
very much!
Dear Editor,
When Syracuse University held their student govern-
ment elections only a few months ago - ESF students par-
ticipated with a FANTASTIC voter turnout. With the re-
alization of the importance and strength that Our
collective voice holds, it is now time for us to make a dif-
ference on Our Own Campus.
Students will be running for a variety of offices in the
Undergraduate and Graduate Student Association elec-
tions (as so very well described in last week1s Knothole).
ESF has changed in many ways since its inception, in all
levels of the college community. We still continue to
grow and change and We need to improve Our communi-
cation link between Everyone. In different times and in
different ways, the Student Associations have established
activities that support such communication links between
the Administration
, Faculty, Staff, and especially the
STUDENTS. However, much improvement is being
strived for (and is necessary for ESF to progress).
With this in mind
, I encourage Everyone to take the
time to research the candidates and positions...and to
Vote.
We need to know what the thoughts and feelings of
Our college community are to improve the happenings of
ESF. Without Our collective voice...without the power
invested in voting, All of Our creativity and diversity is
lacking both direction and strength.
Please take the time to care and the time to vote. Elec-
tions will be taking place Monday through Wednesday,
March 1st through the 3rd. Thank You All and remem-
ber, participating in an election does not end with a vote -
it only begins there.
Sincerely,
Ron Casey
Flora Nyland and Laura Alban want to draw your at-
tention to the glass display case in the Bray Hall Ro-
tunda -
You will notice an exhibit featuring A.W.I.S. and
two ESF women scientists, Renata Marton and J.
Chun Wang.
The display details information about the two ex-
traordinary scientists who were hired as College fa-
culty in the late 1950
's to teach and do research -
practically in a female "vacuum".
We felt it was significant to group the A.W.I.S.
message between the individuals for the support,
vigor, and centrality such an organization can pro-
vide women scientists, present and future.
The message needs strong voices from all of us as
our institution struggles to improve the climate for
women.
February 17,1993 The Knothole faKe
To: The E.S.F Community
The Baobab Society is a much needed institution on this
campus and I am glad this organization is here to stay. I am
not going to discuss the "controversy" which some people
would like to rope around the neck of this inclusive society,
but I will write from one of my many experiences at
S.U.N.Y-E.S.F.
I can clearly recall the day that I, an E.S.F student, was la-
beled a suspicious person while strolling by Moon library. I
am not looking for sympathy or else I would have written
and complained about this incident around the time it had oc-
curred. I am pointing out the fact that some students at E.S.F
carry false beliefs and stereotypical views about members of
the so called "minority" population in our society. I don"t
know if those students are simply ignorant or outright racist,
but when they come to E.S.F. those views are still with them.
I am aware that some students simply choose to be ignorant.
I believe that the line between a racist and someone who de-
cides to cover themselves within a shroud of "self-imposed
ignorance" is very fine.
The time was around 9 PM when I was on campus looking
for a Public Safety Officer. Little did I know that the officer
would be looking for a suspicious person fitting my descrip-
tion. A "student", (I presume) of European features walked
past me toward the direction of Illick Hall. I continued walk-
ing in the other direction toward Marshall Hall. The officer I
was looking for could not be found. When I turned around to
go back to the Public Safety office, the officer whom I was
looking for came running out of Illick. He ran towards me
with his hand reaching for something at his side. The "stu-
dent" who had walked past me earlier was right behind him
pointing his finger at me. I saw that the look of recognition
had appeared on the officer,s face.
Luckily, I was a work-study student who worked at the
Public Safety office. The officer calmly explained to me that
he had received a call about a suspicious person on campus
and that the "student" behind him had identified me as the
suspicious individual. A person would actually have to be in-
side my skin to understand how distressful and angered I felt
when I heard this explanation. How could this happen to me
or anybody at E.S.F and why????
When you see me or someone from my race (...as if you
have not yet guessed my race...) walking around the E.S.F
campus, do you see me as a criminal or a potential criminal?
If you honestly answered yes; well then I think you have a
serious problem. This problem is our dilemma because you
and I make E.S.F a college; what is a school without stu-
dents? In order for us to get along and function well at E.S.F
we must be free from all types of harassment. This right is
written within the student handbook (pg. 10). I frankly be-
lieve that my right was grossly violated. This actual incident
you have just read is a fact; a fact of life at E.S.F? Don,t mis-
quote me, I think E.S.F is an excellent environmental institu-
tion and a lot of good people are involved in E.S.F"s growth
process. At this time we all should regroup and reevaluate
where we would like to see E.S.F five years from now. This
incident should not have happened to me and it should not
have to happen to anyone else.
From: Luke Grandoit
Baobab Response
As a member of the Baobab Society I,d like to set the
record straight. The respondent's letter about the Bao-
bab Society's statement falsely accuses the organization
of being racist. The sole reason for this accusation is
based on ignorance of the facts. The fact is anyone is
welcome to become a member of the Baobab Society re-
gardless of sex, color, etc. The purpose of the group as
stated in the Society's constitution is "to unite SUNY-
ESF, as well as other environmentally-conscious stu-
dents by enhancing their awareness of cultural diversity,
uniting them culturally, socially, educationally, and civi-
cally, and promoting their interests in campus and com-
munity issues". I hate to categorize myself too much,
but I will say that part of my recent ancestry is traced to
Latin America and also part of it can be traced back to
Europe, making me a 'Caucasian' which is a term "no
longer in technical use" as stated in the 1987 edition of
Random House Dictionary. As stated previously, I am a
member of the Baobab Society and I would hope that be-
fore such damaging, false statements are made that there
be a search of the facts before expressing them. Also, if
the person had gone to our very own Moon library they
could have gone to the reference area and pulled the
Random House dictionary off the shelf and there would
be what they spent "two hours" trying to find. The fol-
lowing is the entry for sambo for people's information:
sam-bo n. Disparaging and Of ensive 1. a black per-
son. 2. a Latin American of black and Indian or mulatto
ancestry.




Internship Opportunity: summer 1993.
The Ontario Dune Coalition seeks an upperclass stu-
dent with excellent academic record, initiative, matur-
ity, and good communication skills to promote pro-
tection of the ecologically important freshwater dune
complex on the eastern shore of Lake Ontario. Stu-
dent will gain experience in management, natural in-
terpretation, and negotiation, and develop a network
of professional contacts. For more information, call
©uot s
Anger is a wind which blows out the lamp of the mind.
Robert G. Ingersoll
A community is like a ship, everyone ought to be pre-
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Where will the future lead us in energy products? It might
possibly and most likely be wood products! Mr. Jeffrey Peter-
son from New York State Energy Research and Development
Authority (NYSERDA) was in on Feb. 9 to speak with us.
This is a topic that should interest everyone, because most all
and if not all of us use energy products in some form nearly
everyday.
The NYSERDA is currently researching several ways to pro-
duce energy using renewable resources. Wood has 30.3% of
the NYSERDA,s efforts driving behind it, seconded only by
photovoltaics (solar energy) at 30.4%. The reason that they
strive toward wood product usage is that this source has proved
to be most effective and efficient.
ESF has played a large role in biomass (fast growing vegeta-
tion, mainly trees, regenerated in short rotations) research.
This is what they are doing in Tully with the willow planta-
tions, if you are at all familiar with that project. NYSERDA,s
next step is to go larger with the idea. TTiis means possibly
giving incentives to farmers and other large property owners to
start in plantation development.
If you are interested in the Willow Project in Tully, you may
want to get in contact with Richard Kopp in IIlick 344. He has
a lot of knowledge on the topic and maybe able to get you in-
volved.
We want to thank both Jeff Peterson and Richard Kopp for
informing us about the developments on renewable resources
energy research.
Our next meeting will be held on February 23. This is prob-
ably one of our most important get-togethers that we have this
year. What is it all about? It is time to take care of business.
We have a lot of important things to cover on that night's agen-
da including: SAF T-shirts, plant sale, updates on the TBA's
listed on our calendar, and special interests towards organizing
the annual Spring Bar-B-Q, and many more activities to be
coming our way. Here is your chance to really get involved,
and that is what we hope you will do. As always, everyone is
welcomed to join us. In an ideal situation, we would like to
have input from all members of the campus. So, remember,
SAF will be meeting on Feb. 23 in Marshall 212 at 7:00 PM.
See you there.
TOPIC: "Taking care of business" meeting
PLACE: Marshall 212
TIME: Feb. 23,7:00 PM
-Michele L. Montague
Into the Mystic
"We were bora before the wind
Also younger than the sun
Ere the bonnie boat was won
as we sailed into the mystic
Hark, now hear the sailors cry
Smell the sea and feel the sky
Let your soul and spirit fly into the mystic"
-Van Morrison
I was talking with a good friend the other day. Sometimes
we just sit around and tell each other stories we,ve heard either
here or there. After I had my turn (I was actually talking about
the upcoming Campus Climate for Women Presentation on
Feb. 23rd at 4:30 in Nifkin), I was then told a little story enti-
tled "The Why of a Rainbow". I have decided to share it with
all of You...I hope You don,t mind.
"Many, many years ago - before any of Us were around -
there was only Our Mother, the Earth. Living on Earth were all
sorts of Reds and Oranges and Yellows and Greens and Blues
and Indigos and Violets. Because, at that time. Life itself was
rather new - the Reds wouldn,t do anything with the Oranges
(for they were different) and so on and so forth. Every once in
a while though, an Indigo might share some time with a
Green...or a Blue might play with a Yellow.
Some of the Oranges found their visits with the Violets to
be very enjoyable (although some Violets would still insist on
having nothing to do with an Orange - no matter what!). How-
ever, after a bit of time...and a lot of Learning, All of the Reds
would do things with the Greens - in fact, they ALL would do
things with each other.
One day, a Violet wished out loud how Wonderful it would
be way up in the Sky. It just so happened that a Yellow agreed
that would be fine - as did they All in a short time. So, they all
wished very hard to try to float on up into the Sky. But, it just
didn't work for Any of them.
One Sunny day, though, a Red took an Orange by the hand -
and the rest of the Reds and Oranges followed...and the Orang-
es cozied up to the Yellows and the Yellows snuggled next to
the Greens and the Greens shyly joined with the Blues and the
Blues happily hugged the Indigos and the Indigos smiled at the
Violets...and Together they wished to fly up into the Sky.
And they Did!
Some of them were on the Earth and some were all the way
up at the tippy-top and many of them were somewhere in be-
tween. And those on Earth were excited for those daring
enough to be at the top. And those at the top were thankful for
the support from those at the bottom. And the many in be-
tween were so very happy to be a part of it all.
That's why Today, we never see a Red in the Sky by itself -
or a Blue for that matter. Only Together can they reach up into
the Sky...onIy together as a Rainbow."
And that is the story of "The Why of a Rainbow". Kind of
simple - but, very True. Oh, I almost forgot about the VERY
ending.
"All the Reds and Oranges and Yellows and Greens and
Blues and Indigos and Violets are Beautiful - and what is in-
side one is no different than another...and That is Beautiful
,
too."
That is all that matters...
|_February 17,1993_
News from Gamma Delt
TheKnolhoic  Page 6 |
Woodsman Brave Subzero Temperatures For
Competition
January 30th, the 3 Woodsman teams went to Montreal
for their first meet of the new year. The team members in-
clude, on the A team: Greg Comatas, Curtis Grottentha-
lar, Matt Penrod, Andy Willard, Pat Carragher, and Chris
Berry; on the B team: Chris Gearhart, Pat Robinson,
Steve Haynes, Kevin Holcomb, Fred Clinton, and Brian
Hyers; on the Cteam: Kelly Carey, Regina Piccinini, Mi-
chelle Tackely, Cathy Hickey, Tiffany Parsely, and Mary
Ann Holcomb. Even though temperatures were low, a
good show was put on by all-and no frostbite this year!
Regina and Tiffany brought home the only trophy by tak-
ing first in the quarter-split event. Congratulations also
go out to "Crash" Comatas who acquired a new hood or-
nament. Due to many broken axes and saw blades (a re-
sult of the cold), condolences go to Steve, the club stew-
ard, for the many hours he will have to be putting in to
repair them. To Mary Ann, in her everlasting search for
the Aero candybar, we wish the best of luck. Don't forget
teammates, especially Curtis and Pat, Cosmo,s lesson for
the meet-fulfillment comes through situps or the C teams
excellent backrubs! Thanks to our advisor
, Jim Halligan,
for driving us to Montreal and successfully getting us
through customs one more time.
The next meet, which we will be hosting, will take
place April 3. If anyone is interested in joining and com-
peting on the Woodsman team, ask a team member, or
join us for practice at the Lafayette Experiment Station on
Mondays and Wednesdays from 7-9.
Congratulations to all of our new officers. This is my last
letter as co-publicity director with Pam. We had a great time
writing about the sisters and are happy to pass it on to Jen
Erickson. Good luck to everyone!
Michelle L. Balzano
Hi Everyone! As the new publicity director of Gamma
Delta Theta, it is my honor to congratulate and announce the
new officers
President - Andrea VanBeusichem
Vice President - Lisa Steivater
Treasurer - Joelle Vallee
Secretary - Chris Ruscitto
Social - Jen Schroeck
Historian - Marybeth Bataglia
Philanthropy - Katie McConvey
Pan Hel Rep. - Teressa Dello Russo
Rush Rep. - Sarah Shepherd
Publicity - Jen Erikson
We would like to thank all of our outgoing officers for the
wonderful job that they did. Without you we wouldn,t be
where we are today.
The Gamma Delt's are busy preparing for the Dance Mar-
athon. All proceeds raised will benefit people with Muscular
Dystrophy, so when you see one of those round canisters,
please throw your spare change in it. Every cent helps, and
you
'll feel good knowing that you helped make a difference
in someone's life.
We took our pledges out for pizza and a competitive bowl-
ing match. Lots of fan was had by all. Stacy, I thought the
ball was supposed to roll down the lane, not bounce. Gutter,
right Boo Boo? Chuck,s anyone? B&E, better be careful,
those guys really like the way you dance. Chainsaw, what's
wrong with that one pin? "My, my what beautiful shoes
those are."





bear specialist for the
New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation
To speak on
BLACK BEAR LEGISLATION IN NEW YORK
STATE
On Tuesday, February 23
at 5:30 pm in 319 Marshall Hall
What can the average student do to help reduce
waste:
* Pay attention to labels when shopping, make sure
product is environmentally friendly.
* Buy things in containers that are recyclabe or reusble-
i.e. 1 or 2 plastics, recyclable cardboards, a container
or bag that one can use again for something else.
* Bring bags to grocery store, etc.- will save bags, trees,
energy, and some stores take money off the purchase.
* Make use of ESF recycling facilities
Green Bins A. recycle cans, bottles
Yellow Bins B. recycle paper and magazines
Moon C. recycle and proper disposal of batteries
* If living off campus, use the blue bin often!
* Use blank side of xerox copies for note taking or
telephone messages
* Old clothes - take them to a rescue mission
* Check your drafts for papers, graphics, resumes,
before printing.
* Spread the word - keep your friends responsible,
we
,re all in this together!






I thought I would take a break from the monotony of col-
umn writing and share with you something...DEEPER:
Infinite Journey
This one goes on
For here, to you
Concede to the soul
The restless heart
Has but itself to break.



















This poem is dedicated to that love which has kept me going,
moving on. It has lifted me and carried me, on toward the
life I have dreamed of living, that I see coming closer and
closer everyday. Thank you is not near enough! Sing Ho!
by Pete Tango and Michele Maciorowski
Endangered species represent a common concern and
interest to many of us. As a birdwatcher 1 (Pete) have al-
ways found it exciting encountering such an animal -
bald eagles, peregrine falcons, piping plovers, and rosy-
faced finches have been among some of those species
over a 16 year period. But during the past winter vacation
we had the opportunity to search for some others in Flori-
da and increase the life list to 300 species. The mangrove
cuckoo, only found in the mangrove swamps of coastal
southern Florida, was one species we searched for, and
the red-cockaded woodpecker found in mature long-leaf
pine stands and existing in scattered populations through-
out the southeastern U.S.
While on the west coast of south Florida we visited a
mangrove stand at what would be the northern reach of
this cuckoo's range. It was low tide and getting late in the
day. To our surprise it was not a cuckoo that made the
day but the sighting of crabs, hundreds of crabs ... in the
trees! They were scurrying up tree trunks, found hiding
under leaves, on bushes, nothing like we had ever seen
before! At this time, I admit not knowing why this beha-
viour was exhibited (mating? feeding?) but it stands as
one of the most unusual sightings of my birdwatching ca-
reer.
The quest for the cuckoo ended with sunset - no luck
this time. And as for the red-cockaded woodpecker
search a day later, we were able to locate a nest tree in
north Florida where two years before a pair had nested
(the tree had a tag at the base identifying the dates of use
in 1990). Some beautiful days were had in the field and
one other species was added to the life list (the painted
bunting). Still, the lifelist awaits reaching the 300 mark.
Perhaps next year we,ll go searching for the endangered
Everglade Kite and try for the red-cockaded woodpecker
once more.
SPRING AWARDS BANQUET
THIS 80TH ANNUAL EVENT HONORING THE MAY GRADUATES WILL BE HELD AT DRUMLINS
COUNTRY CLUB ON MARCH 19TH FROM 6 TO 1 AM. TICKETS GO ON SALE IN SMALL STORES FEB. 22-
26 AND IN MARSHALL FOYER MARCH 1-5. NO TICKETS WILL BE AVAILABLE AFTER SPRING BREAK!
TICKETS ARE ONLY $8 FOR STUDENTS AND $20 FOR GUESTS. TRANSPORTATION WILL BE AVAILA-
BLE. DRESS CODE IS SEMI-FORMAL TO FORMAL. ITINERAY FOR THE EVENING IS USUALLY AS FOL-
LOWS: COCKTAILS, DINNER, AWARDS, SPEAKERS, AND THEN DANCING!!! FILL OUT THOSE AWARDS







brooding Hollow Man follows. The very pretty, basic
Somewhere, you may think, there is an album full of in-
novation - an album that sets the definition of a genre of
music. Well, there is. Perhaps there are quite a few albums
that fit this thought - and it just so happens that I have one
particularly in mind.
What I like to refer to as THE "college" album - Love by
<Revolution" sings of friendship and memories. The very
"danceable" (like I,m in a field full of daisies on a warm, .
sunny day) "She Sells Sanctuary" picks the mood way up
high. The album then ends with the haunting "Black An-
gel", making this a superb set - and one of my all time fa-
vorites!
History time - in the early 80's, a band known as The
The Cult is usually considered the definitive sound of Goth- Cult (previously called a variety of derivatives of Cult - like
ic (back in the times when Goth was a bit more prevalent).
For those of you familiar with The Cult, it is probably
through their breakthrough "Sonic Temple" in 1989. That
recording is more oriented towards the Blues-rock sound
(such as their latest ef ort, last years, Ceremony). But, be-
lieve me when I write this - Astbury and Duffy (essentially
The Cult) made some very creative strides forward in mu-
sic.
Love is well produced, un-tampered, and exudes a re-
freshing sound - you just might find yourself totally capti-
vated by this album! The opening three songs ("Nirvana
The Southern Death Cult
, etc.) was making huge waves on
the music charts over in England with their first couple of
releases from Dreamtime (their first album). I don,t think
Dreamtime was ever officially released on the US market
but, I have a copy if anyone is interested. Love followed in
1985, being released as The Cult's first album in the US -
giving them a rather large underground following and a
couple of hit singles. Then came the fabulous Electric - a
must for anyone who likes guitar, bass, drums, and vocals
without much overdubbing and a lot of power! 1989
brought them popularity and mainstream success with Son-
Big Neon Glitter", and "Love") will envelop and surround JC Temple. Their latest release was 1992's Ceremony (rath-
you with a sound that will render your ears virgin. "Brother er disappointing as a whole but, does have some very out-
Wolf, Sister Moon" is full of eerily dark music - backed by
the ensuing rumble of a thunder storm - and finds itself mi-
raculously soothing. Following that, a smooth and driving
song (the impending .storm' hinted of in the previous tune)
standing moments making it worthwhile). In between the
recordings of Love and Electric, what is known as the Man-
or Sessions was eventually released. This stuf  is great -
it>s like some of the songs from Electric were played as
"Rain" that washes over you and leaves you craving to hear though they were on Love (very, very good)!
1A T * !..mA n n iL.i T _ ~ _ <(D »!_» J_!_ ___ A ctKi i  rt  r'  O fn I rl \t rlaan i>/\! n<» nn/4 T"*\«  tit again. It just so happened that I sang "Rain" during one Astbury's fairly deep, rich voice and Duffy's melodic
of my High School's talent shows - loads of fun for me but, guitar playing make their music rather enjoyable and 1 en-
probably not much for the audience - since I can't really
sing!
Side two opens with *The Phoenix" - a 'wa wa'
drenched assault that will get anyone,s blood moving (they
opened with this one during their live set on Metallica,s
'And justice for All Tour' - what an unlikely combination
for a concert!). Then, with the trademark sound of Love, the
courage anyone to have fun with them! BTW, THANKS to
those who responded to last weeks article -1 was certainly








Name of sub shop:
Phone of sub shop (optional):
Type of sub (optional):_
(Please Return to Bray 22)
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PEACE CORPS
REFORESTATION IN WEST AFRICA
A SLIDE PRESENTATION BY JIM RAMPANT
FOLLOWED BY AN INFORMAL INFORMATION MEETING WITH
RETURNED VOLUNTEERS
FIND OUT ABOUT PEACE CORPS FROM WOMEN AND MEN WHO HAVE
BEEN THERE
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 18TH
6:00 TO 8:00 P.M.
MOON LIBRARY CONFERENCE ROOM
Slides and Pictures for the
Y©air m SIM® Stow
will be accepted now through
the beginning of April...
Submit all items to 110 Bray
We need your input!
Any questions...stop by 110 Bray
or contact Brian Whipple @ 4790508
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Writing Center Hours - Spring ,93*
Monday 10:30 am - 3:30 pm
Tuesday 10:00 am - 3:00 pm
Wednesday 10:00 am -3:30 pm
Thursday 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
Friday 10:30 am -12:30 noon
More hours will be added when staff schedules are finalized.
-mmmm-1
W .
Thanks to all of you who took the time to drop off your Knotpoll responses! In the question regarding smoking
rooms on the ESF campus, 60% of those who responded say yes smoking rooms should be provided and 40% say they
should not. Those in favor of the rooms said
, "asking smokers to go outdoors in Syracuse seems like a form of legalized
discrimination." Others argue that "providing indoor, enclosed, well-ventilated designated smoking rooms presents a
health risk to non-smokers."
Do you think under-represented students are treated differently on the ESF campus
than the white male?
YES NO
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Regulation, Innovation, and the Environment
By Kal Island
So AI Gore was on C-SPAN last week explaining how
the White House would be organized more around environ-
mental concerns. Great. (It"s nice to see that old Al is finally
loosening up. You,d think that with all the media advisors
and image consultants they had during the campaign, some-
one would have taken the time to tell Gore how painfully
stiff he looked, always standing behind Clinton like a man-
nequin, nodding solemnly at regular intervals.)
But I digress.
The point is, after twelve years of Ronald "trees cause
pollution" Reagan and George Bush and the likes of James
Watt and Anne Gorsuch "Ferd" Burford, those of us who
call ourselves environmentalists finally have a friend in the
White House.
Clinton/Gore and the, crew have an opportunity to do
some good things here. Let"s hope they don"t screw up. All
to often the emphasis is on government regulations, adding
yet more layers to an already inef able bureaucracy, who,s
main function is to tell people what they can't do. Remem-
ber when you were a kid and your parents would constantly
admonish you "...Don't do that!" and "...put that down!"
and "...you"ll break your neck!" and on and on. Remember
how annoying that was? Well, it"s even more annoying
when you have some desk bound bureaucrat yelling at you.
This is not the way to go about solving our problems,
environmental or otherwise. Granted, there are enough
sleazebags and goofballs out there to make some govern-
ment regulation necessary, but I think we have a tendency
to rely on them (regulations) too much. Some regulation is
of course necessary, but only as an interim measure, not as
a final solution. Government agencies have an unpleasant
tendency to grow fat, inefficient, and wasteful, not to men-
tion the ever-present danger of concentrating too much
power in any one place. We"ve all heard stories about injus-
tice, fraud, and corruption in government agencies. The old
cliche "power corrupts
" can be as true at the EPA as at the
CIA.
Instead of feeding the bureaucratic monster with more
and more restrictive laws, the emphasis should be on what
we can do. Clinton has said that he wants to invest more in
high tech research, including things like renewable energy
technologies. Good. Spending money on these kinds of in-
novations is the way to go. Developing markets for recy-
cled goods, building new technologies that provide us with
the things we want while reducing or eliminating waste and
harmful by-products; this is how we will ultimately solve
our environmental problems.
It can be done.
The Climate for Women at
How many of you have heard of or read the report to
the President (Whaley) about the "Campus Climate for
Women at ESF"? I have been talking to graduate students
about this, and usually mention the upcoming forums in
the same breath. Every time I have done so I seem to get
the same responses, "What was that?" or <The climate for
what?"
. How is it that many people on this campus know
so little about this? Maybe I should start from the begin-
ning.
The Climate for Women at ESF was initiated by Dr.
Whaley. He formed a committee to look into the environ-
ment for women students here at ESF. The committee
members, and representatives from each department (well,
all but one) met with women students of ESF. They fos-
tered discussion on a variety of subjects ranging from the
number of women,s restrooms on campus to sexual ha-
rassment and discrimination. The input from the students
was developed into a report titled "The Campus Climate
for Women at ESF'. This document was made available
to faculty, administration and students last semester. It
was announced through the Knothole that it was available
to all students. There were free copies in the Student Af-
fairs Office, 110 Bray Hall, and it was placed on reserve in
Moon Library.
The question I would like to ask is, How many of
you actually read it? Occasionally, I over-hear conversa-
tions regarding the report. Each time I hear comments
such as: 'Things were greatly overstated" and "The bias of
the writer was evident". I would like to point out to every-
one that the report is "descriptive" and "neutral". It con-
tains the concerns of those women who attended the origi-
nal discussion sessions. No "hearsay events" or
"grapevine knowledge" were included. Believe it or not
there are issues for women at ESF that need to be heard
and addressed. They have legitimate concerns which we
aM need to be aware of. On February 23rr President Whal-
ey will initiate a series of student forums on the Climate
for Women at ESF. The individuals who were organizing
these forums were not administrators
, they were students
who saw a need to inform other students.
Now a message for the men. In the past, whenever
women
,s issues are brought out the men are the last to get
involved. We men, for one reason or another, feel like we
do not need to be informed, let alone be involved in hear-
ing and resolving women,s issues. That is where we are
wrong. The key for making these forums successful is
for the men on campus to attend. Then we will be better
able to understand what the issues are from the women's
perspective, and most importantly, how we can keep from
being part of the problem.
I encourage all to read the report, and then attend at
least one of the forums during the week of the 23rd of
February. By the time you read this you will be able to
find copies of the report in the foyer of Moon Library,
right next to the stack of copies of the Knothole. So pick
up a copy, be informed, and most of all be involved.
Rob Barber EFB-GSA rep.
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Recycling Update
"There were also some historic house pictures in a
load from Syracuse University. Recyclable maga-
zines were in a load from, of all places, the state
College of Environmental Science and Forestry."
The excerpt above is part of an article concerning a
study of Onondaga County's trash which appeared in the
January 24,1993 edition of the Herald American. Unfor-
tunatly, the statement is very misleading as it neglects to
mention that ESF does have an extensive paper recycling



















Non-recyclable items include: air freight envelopes,
blueprints, paper towels, tissues, carbon paper, and food
wrappers.
However, what is equally unfortunate is that magazines
and other recyclable paper items are frequently thrown
into the trash by staff, faculty and students. The ESF
Physical Plant and Recycling club have worked very hard
to promote recycling of paper and other items on campus.
Recycling bins are located in each building and are, there-
fore, very accessible. Now it is time for you, the staff, fa-
culty, and students at ESF, to do your part. Thank you to
everyone who does recycle conscientiously, and please
encourage others to do the same. If you see someone
throwing recyclables away, point out the closest recycling
bin to them. You folks who aren,t recycling, please take
the time to read what goes into the bins and walk those
few extra steps to recycle when you can. One person
really does make a difference, so please reduce, reuse,
and recycle whenever you can! Any questions or com-
ments can be left in the Recycling Club mailbox in the




Each year, outstanding undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents within the Environmental and Forest Biology pro-
gram are honored for their achievements. The event is in
April, around the time of other graduation ceremonies. As
you might guess, our event competes with others of cam-
pus, thus losing some of its steam. Well, there shan't be a
loss of a smidgeon of steam this year. We plan to make
this a unique event for all EFB graduates- quite different
than the other events. But to do that
, we need your help!
For starters, in addition to other awards, we shall honor
the students who compose the most outstanding songs
about their stay at ESF. So, all of you EFB students with
musical talent of some kind, this is your chance! Compose
the lyrics and music for a catchy song about your stay at
ESF! Recording rights are all yours. Who knows, perhaps
your composition will sell a million albums when you leave
here. One student or a team of two students are eligible for
each entry. The songs will be auditioned by a committee of
students and faculty to select the finalists. The top two or
three finalists will present their creations at the awards cer-
emony.
There are, of course, a number of awards to be presented.
Last year, the list was as follows:
Alexander Wetlands Research Award
Ralph T. King Award
Wildfowlers Association of Central New York
Scholarship
Biology Scholar Award
Robin Hood Oak Awards
Maple Leaf Award for Volunteer Service
Forest Technician Honor Society
Phyllis Roskins Memorial Award
Syracuse Chapter, Association for Women in
Science - Travel Award
Alumni Association, Memorial Scholarship
Eugene C. Reichard Scholarship
Student Association Scholarships
Simeon E. Bornt III Scholarship
Phillip J. Haddock Memorial Award
Bernard and Rebecca Hirsh Scholarship
Graduate Student Association Professional
Research Award
Wilford Dence Memorial Award
The awards ceremony will be followed by a get-together
and good time for all with beer, wine, and assorted goodies.
So, EFB students, plan for the best awards event ever.
Break out your guitar and start composing! And watch
these pages for an update.
-Rainer Brocke
Chair, EFB Awards Ceremony Committee
The Knothole




We, the class of 1993 present
this our class gift...
If you houe any suggestions feel free to write them
down and submit them to 110 Bray or...
Stop by o USB meeting at 5:30 in Moon Conf. Rm
r?
$arts %
Sitting in this tree






And as I looked at him
, his face and hands
reflected light back to me
and I knew
that he had wept
for he knew that lies hurt the liar more




Do you want to make a difference at
ESF
during your stay here?
V;
YOU CAN!
March 1st through the 3rd
from 10 am - 2 pm in Marshall Foyer and in
front of the Cafeteria
The Undergraduate Student Association is
holding elections for the Executive
Officers, Senior Class Chairperson, and Senior
Representatives
USA would like to see as many people
vote as possible.
As a matter of fact, we>d like to set a new record
and YOU can help.
Our GOAL is to reach the HIGHEST student
voting participation
EVER on this campus!
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SUMMER JOBS
Summer jobs through the College Work-Study Program
will be available throughout the college for the summer of
1993. There will be many positions available at each of the
regional properties as well as on the main campus here in
Syracuse. Jobs will range from lab assistance to field work
to positions with offices throughout the college.
If you,re looking for a good paying summer job ($6.00)
with flexibility to work around academic commitments, an
opportunity to work with faculty, staff and fellow students
and the ability to develop or enhance skills, the work-study
program may be for you.
Since work-study is a financial aid program based on
need, interested students must have their eligibility deter-
mined by submitting the necessary financial aid forms.
Placement to the program will begin in late March so filing
on a timely basis is important.
The financial aid forms to apply for Summer College
Work-Study (as well as all other aid programs) are availa-
ble now in the Financial Aid Office (115 Bray Hall).
REMEMBER, WORK-STUDY POSITIONS WILL BE
BASED ON ELIGIBILITY SO APPLY EARLY AND BE
ASSURED OF YOUR SUMMER JOB.
Scholarships
Hie Syracuse ZONTA Club is announcing two $1,000
scholarships to female residents of Onondaga County who are
currently enrolled for a minimum of six credit hours as matric-
ulated students in a degree program - graduate or undergradu-
ate.
DEADLINE: March 1,1993
New York Telephone is announcing their 1993 New York
Telephone Scholarship Program for Black and Hispanic Stu-
dents. The program will consist of two separate and distinct
segments: the Bachelor Degree Program and the Associate De-
gree Program. Applicants must indicate at the time of applica-
tion to which segment they are applying:
The Bachelor Degree Program: This segment will provide re-
newable $2,000 scholarships to students who are in good aca-
demic standing and:
1. Enrolled full-time as second semester sophomores in a
four-year undergraduate program leading to a Bachelor De-
gree,
2. Majoring in engineering, science, computer science, or
nursing discipline.
The Associate Degree Program: This segment will provide
one-time $1,000 scholarships to students who are in good aca-
demic standing and enrolled full-time as second semester
freshmen in a two-year undergraduate program leading to an
Associate Degree. Applicants need not major in a particular
For more information and applications, please stop by the Fi-
nancial Aid Office, 115 Bray Hall.
DEADLINE: March 15,1993
COLLEGE BOWL NEWS
Congratulations to the championship winners of the
ESF COLLEGE BOWL-- Scott Klopfer, Dave Ardia, Dan
Ardia, and Gian Dodici of the team "KNOW". They will
go on to compete at SUNY Albany to take on other col-
leges at the COLLEGE BOWL REGIONALS. If you see
them around on campus congratulate them and wish them
"good luck" for the big event!
COLLEGE BOWL would not have been possible with-
out the teams or the people that helped out. All the teams
showed great sportsmanship and enthusiasm, and had a






Jodi Hayman, Stacy Krug, Lisa
Stievater, and Joelle Vallee
Fred Shultz, Kris Loomis, John
D'Aoust, and Tammy Breski
Dan Ardia, Dave Ardia, Gian
Dodici, and Scott Klopfer
Jim Gabriel
, Matt Penrod, Kenton
Zehr, and Jim Avallone
Brian Bay, Mike Goergen,
Tiffany Parsley, Tom Reichert,
and Dave Wazny
Special thanks goes to all the people that took time out
of their busy schedules which made COLLEGE BOWL
run very smoothly!! Thank you!!
Scorekeepers: Kate Horrigan and Jim Sessions
Scoreboarder: Jen Kupp
Judge: Brian Whipple
Announcers: Bemadette Grullon and Deb Skoda
Reset/Timers: Steve Campbell and Nisha Gupta
Moderators: Ron Casey, Tara Koch, and Nisha Gupta
Nisha Gupta is the advisor for COLLEGE BOWL. She
brought everything under control and gave a lot of sup-
port. It would not have worked without you Nisha!!
Thank you!!
Barb Hasenstab is the wonderful person that you meet
when you enter 110 Bray. She helped out in more ways
than one!! Thank you, Barb, for your patience and help!
Steve Darrow is the printer operator who made many
copies of signs and rules for COLLEGE BOWL.
Leslie Johnson is making the design for the COLLEGE
BOWL REGIONAL t-shirts.
The Knothole did several advertisements for COL-
LEGE BOWL and Jodi Hayman made signs and hung
them up around campus.
Thank you everyone who came to watch COLLEGE
BOWL and to those who helped by giving advice and sup-
port.
Remember that the REGIONALS will be at SUNY Al-
bany from Friday, February 26 through Sunday, February
28.
-Kelly Porter
Alpha Xi Sigma President
PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT CLEARLY AND RETURN TO 110 BRAY BY NOON ON FRIDAY
FEBRUARY 26 1993.
Name of Nominee: 
_
Local Address: 
This nominee is a (circle one): May 1993 Graduate Finishing Grad Student
How are you related to the nominee?




What contributions to the campus has this individual made? Describe in as much detail as
possible:
What contributions to the local community has this individual made?
What else should the awards committee be aware of when considering this nominee?
Thank you for your time in nominating this individual.
Qnk AwiiMs
If you step behind Bray Hall you will notice a dignified and proud oak tree. This
graceful tree known as the 
"
Robin Hood Oak", germinated from an acorn which came
from a 1000 year old English oak found in the heart of Sherwood Forest. Legend has it
that this major oak housed Robin Hood and his merry men, heros of the 14th century
ballad. It,s with this proud heritage that the Robin Hood Oak Award finds its name.
For 21 years, the Robin Hood Oak Award has been given by an ESF student
committee to the class,s graduating seniors and graduate students who have made
outstanding contributions to the college and public community. The award recognizes the
fine character of these individuals and the effort they have made to improve the quality of
ESF campus and community life.
Once again, the time has come to nominate students graduating this May. for this
prestigious award. Nomination forms are available in 110 Bray, Moon Library foyer,
and this week,s Knothole. Please return all nomination forms to 110 Brav bv NOON.
Friday. February 26. These awards will be presented to the recipients at the annual
Spring Awards Banquet on Friday March 19..
Robin Hood Oak Award Nomination Form
The following are a list of qualifications that must be met by the students being nominated
for this award.
1) The nominated student must be a senior or a graduate student graduating in May 1993
2) The nominee1s cumulative average must be 2.5 or better.
3) The nominee must have taken an active role in leadership and service at ESF. The
person nominating the student (this includes a student nominating himself) has the
responsibility to provide this information about the nominee.
4) Community service (i.e. scouting, church groups, Red Cross, Big Brother/Sister, etc.)
should also be considered when nominating the student.
5) Nominees may include students who have actively participated in years previous to
the 1992-93 academic year.
NOTE: IT IS NOT NECESSARY for the nominee to hold or have held office of any type, and
holding an office does not automatically entitle a student to an award!
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Wednesday. February 17
John A. Black of Geosciences, Inc. will speak on Waste Management problems on Long Island at 11:45 am in Bray 315
Wildlife Society Chapter meeting at 6 pm in Marshall 319
Spring Awards Banquet meeting in Moon Conference room 6:00 pm
Thursday. February 18
The Wildlife Society meeting at 6:00 pm in 319 Marshall
Peace Corps presentation in Moon Conference Room from 6 - 8 pm. See Anne Draddy, Bray 404 for more information - 470-
6678
Friday, February 19
FEG field trip to Paul Smith's
TGIF hosted by Forestry Club - also Open Mike Night! Please bring a non-glass mug.
Latin Dance after TG
Festival of Places in Marshall at 9 pm
Monday. February 22
Spring Awards Banquet tickets available at Small Stores
Tuesday. February 23
The Society of American Foresters (SAF) will be having an important business meeting
Cranberry Lake Bio Station Informational Session at 6:30 pm in Nifkin. MANDATORY for your EFB degree!
Wildlife Society presents Louis Berchielli - bear specialist for NYS DEC at 5:30 pm in Marshall 319
Wednesday. February 24
Alpha Xi Sigma Honor Society meeting in 5 pm in Marshall 209
Rifle Club meeting in Moon at 4:30 pm
CUTE & FUNNY by Lesley Johnson
LJe-HblSon WJJ3
Congratulations to the NEWLYWEDS
John and Linda D,Aoust
Married February 13, 1993
We wish you well!
